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We began planning this exhibition in 2019, including agreeing the title. We
could not have begun to imagine how our “everyday” would change in the
course of a few months.
In some ways this exhibition is about noticing the details which we may
have taken for granted before. It also documents a new way of living, for
example the ideas of home schooling or keeping in touch with family via
video calling instead of being in the same space to share laughter and hugs.
Gallery Oldham wish to thank all of the MAFA artists, who have given such
careful consideration to this theme. We are grateful to Kath Lowe, MAFA’s
exhibition organiser, for her commitment to this exhibition.
All works in this exhibition are for sale, the price list can be found at the
back of this catalogue.
We will be running a programme of digital activities to accompany this
exhibition. Please see www.galleryoldham.org.uk for more information.
Rebecca Hill, Exhibition and Collections Curator (Art), Gallery Oldham

A R T O F T H E
E V E R Y D A Y
We would like to offer our sincere thanks to Gallery Oldham and especially
its curator Rebecca Hill for her constant support in putting this exhibition
together. Thank you to Karen Heatley who has managed the digital side of
the project.
The title of this exhibition was decided upon before the Covid-19 pandemic
swept through the world in 2020, the title is so fitting in today’s climate of
uncertainty and change in our everyday lives.
The MAFA artists taking part in this exhibition have not only created work
in response to the theme, but also written about their work which gives
another dimension to this exhibition. We read about their everyday lives
during lockdown, or the inspiration they get from nature, or from their
place of work, some have abstracted highlights of their everyday life by
deconstructing it’s visual forms. Others have observed the community
around them or painted the people close to them or looked to people who
are giving a sense of hope for the future in their communities.
All these works are a nod to art history and the artists who have gone
before them who were also inspired to make work from the Everyday.
Manchester Academy of Fine Art (MAFA)

PAUL ASTON
Things as they really are:
The things - material that surround us
we ‘designate’. But we can re - designate
at will can't we? The other day
explaining something to a friend, a
bottle of soy sauce became a branch of
B&Q, and an area of table top became
the A40.
'Surfaces and volumes are in reality
independent of the names of objects
which our memory imposes on them
after we have recognized them,' Marcel
Proust.
'If I draw a square and say it’s a head,
then it’s a head,' Robert Rauschenberg.
Left: Detail of Mary and Jesus with
John the baptiser

THINGS AS
THEY
REALLY ARE
by Paul Aston
Wood and other materials

MARY AND
JESUS WITH
JOHN THE
BAPTISER
by Paul Aston
Wood and other materials

DEREK
BOAK
Everyday, discarded items, made
works, brought together,
renewed, everything a memory.

Left: Detail of The Wind Called
My Soul
Recycled objects

CHILDHOOD
TRACES
by Derek Boak
Recycled objects

ATONEMENT
by Derek Boak
Recycled objects

ENTOMBMENT
by Derek Boak
Recycled objects

IN GOD WE
TRUST
by Derek Boak
Recycled objects

VINCENT
BOTTOMLEY
Abstract art highlights aspects of
everyday life by deconstructing its
visual forms and reinventing them in a
new imaginative order.
Everyday becomes to be seen in pure
visual terms as shape, line, space,
surface etc. whilst still retaining
familiar feel due to their initial
everyday sources.
Left: Pythagoras
Resin sculpture

WAVELENGTH
by Vincent Bottomley
Resin sculpture

SHAZAM
by Vincent Bottomley
Resin Sculpture

JANIS BOWIE
When I think of Art of the everyday I think of scenes from everyday
situations depicting people going about their everyday activities and
consider these to be under the main categories of Work, Rest and Play. I
have used these titles as themes to find inspiration for my paintings in
portraying everyday scenes that I might see or experience in some way in
the area around me and maybe not always notice or take for granted.
Above: Play, Acrylic on Board

REST
By Janis Bowie
Acrylic on Board

WORK
By Janis Bowie
Acrylic on Board

DAVID
BRAMMELD
Artist reference: Vermeer (1632-1675),
Painting: ‘Street in Delft’ 1657-58. The
red brick detail, the full square on
viewpoint, the steep perspective as
we look down the alley into the yard,
the curved brick arches above the
windows exactly mirror my paintings
of terraced houses, and particularly
the backs with their cobbled floors.
To me, they are the same. Although
my scenes are not populated,
Vermeer’s figures only serve to
underline the quietness of his
painting. I am amazed by the modern
feel of this painting. Quiet, perfect.
The Backs, Middleport
Pastel

BLUE DOOR,
TUNSTALL
by David Brammeld
Acrylic

END TERRACE
by David Brammeld
Acrylic

JANE
BURGESS
These paintings are all based on my
everyday experiences of scenes
through windows: looking from my
attic studio or through the
windscreen of my car, or at people at
night seen from the top floor of a bus.
I find the abstraction caused by
reflections in the glass and in water
fascinating.
Left: Detail of Late Night Shopping I
Oil on Canvas

RAINY NIGHT,
LONGLEY
ROAD
by Jane Burgess
Oil on Canvas

LATE NIGHT
SHOPPING 2
by Jane Burgess
Oil on Canvas

MARY
CAMPBELL
The pandemic has given me time
to linger in the garden, watch
the seasons evolve and
experiment with painting what I
see in oils.
Spring arrives with new leaf
growth, sprawling rhubarb and
washing out to dry. Next the
garden is transformed with
hanging wisteria and pink
rhododendron.
Left: Late Spring
Oil on Canvas Panel

MIDSUMMER
by Mary Campbell
Oil on Canvas Panel
With midsummer comes easy living,
prolific plants and intense contrast of
light and shade.

AUTUMN
by Mary Campbell
Oil on Canvas panel
Autumn kicks in with a final flourish
of flowers and lengthening shadows.

JANINA CEBERTOWICZ
ordinary beauty, object silent, activity abandoned, inner stillness
transformed light, street empty, space waiting, absent movement
fastened gaze, structure studied, voids explored, drawn out meaning
Above: Rawtenstall Roundabout
Pastel

TRAFFIC
THROUGH
OLIVE
GROVE
by Janina Cebertowicz
Pastel

BACUP
ROAD
TRAFFIC
by Janina Cebertowicz
Pastel

RON COLEMAN
Early Blue Light
Acrylic on Canvas
My work is mainly driven by a desire to create expressive, colourful, and
visually attention grabbing paintings. I don’t paint for commissions and
avoid thematic approaches (unless the theme is abstract or expressionist
art), as I feel inhibited on such occasions. ‘Art of the Everyday’, for me, is
quite simply what I paint from day to day, or month to month.

KATE
COLLINS
This vase is showing the rooms of
my home which I see every day.
There is a connection with all my
work to everyday life as it has
been made mainly during
lockdown. Everything suggests the
way I see the world, myself,
garden, and the experience of the
last six months.

Top Right: My Home
Lustre on Porcelain
Bottom Right: Freedom
Egg Tempera on gesso panel

THE DRESS
by Kate Collins
Mixed Medium on card

LIFT ME
UP
by Kate Collins
Oil on Board

PETER
DAVIS
As a social realist painter, I like my
work to capture the spirit of our time.
Wearing a facemask has become an
everyday occurrence these days. The
sitter is my mother, a clinically
vulnerable octogenarian, who has
shielded at home this year.
For those self-isolating, the
dependency on technology to be able
to still see family, albeit virtually, has
become a vital daily lifeline. The
painting’s gold background signifies
preciousness, and the title of the
painting references the government’s
Coronavirus slogan ‘Stay Safe’, a
phrase that has become a common
salutation since the outbreak.
Stay Safe Mum (elbow elbow)
Acrylic on Board

SHEILA DEWSBURY
These are two of a series of paintings of the back yard. I see it every day in
changing light and weather through the seasons. It is a source of inspiration to set
up the easel at the back door and paint alla prima.
Above: Stone Sink
Oil on Canvas

CORNER OF THE YARD
by Sheila Dewsbury
Oil on Canvas

ALISON
DIAMOND
(ROGERS)
These pieces were inspired by the
everyday. I have constantly
returned to the theme of the beach
within my work. Due to covid19 we
were all confined to our homes and
these pieces were made in
response to our family's first trip
after lockdown to Coldingham
beach, Berwickshire.
As we enjoyed the landscape, the
unpredictable weather conditions
and a sense freedom, the images
depict these simple pleasures and
are acknowledged as being so
important in these strange times.
Right: Going for a Paddle Linocut
(limited edition of 6)

AFTER
THE
PADDLE
by Alison Diamond (Rogers)
Linocut with Screen Print

HOLDING
HANDS
by Alison Diamond (Rogers)
Wood engraving (limited
edition of 50)

ALAN EDWARDS
In 1940, Kurt Schwitters was interned on the Isle of Man. Each morning he collected the
left over porridge from the other internees and with it made sculptures. Art made from
porridge is truly art of the everyday.
Below: Left Overs , Acrylic Ink with Collage

JEAN
FENTON
Over the years my work has
developed into more simplistic
human forms, bordering on
abstract. With each piece I try to
introduce an element of
humanity.
Left: Tristesse
Ceramic

HER
OTHER
SIDE
by Jean Fenton
Ceramic
With ‘Her Other Side’ I tend to
think of most people having two
differing sides to their nature.
And with ‘Tristesse ‘. I think
that many people could possibly
relate to her feelings at some
time in their lives.

RICHARD
FITTON
Richard attempts to push
boundaries and his own
challenge is to move out of the
comfort zone of what can easily
be achieved.
He is constantly searching,
feeling and evolving new ways
in which is convey his work. The
paint, the quality of the
brushwork and the immediacy of
the lines that define the work is
paramount.
Left: Nat Seated Semi Nude
Oil on Board

OLIVIA,
SELFEMBRACE
by Richard Fitton
Oil on Board
Each painting is a meaning to
another. Another beginning the
potential always there, that is
what drives him.

LORNA
GREEN
From the Darkness (left) is about emerging
from the depths of darkness represented by
the black poles, through the warmer colours
up to the tallest white poles meeting
together in the light of hope for the future.
'Nearly Outside' (below) was made in the
darkest time of lockdown – when we were
confined and photographed by an open door
when the weather was beautiful.

GERRY HALPIN
My ‘Everyday’ art is derived from being in the landscape,
exploring images which excite my imagination. Colours,
shapes and structures found from walking about in
woodland, moors and coast, are drawn first in the
sketchbook in order to pare back what would otherwise
be a more complex view thus initiating an intuitive,
interpretative response. This frees me to express those
elements abstractly.
Working in oils or acrylics the paint is gesturally applied
with an impasto application and with mark making
which suggest both the hand of man and my own
‘everyday walking around’.
Recent events have been restrictive, though creatively,
this has encouraged my art to derive more from the
nearer environment than from travel and observing high
altitude views of the landscape, even though I still
exclude a horizon, preferring still to observe from above.

SEA WASHED,
ABANDONED
JETTY
by Gerry Halpin
Oil on Canvas

DARKENING
EARTH
by Gerry Halpin
Acrylic on primed paper

AFTER
THE
RAIN
by Gerry Halpin
Acrylic on primed paper

ANGELA
HERD HALL
This year "everyday" totally changed
as a result of the Covid19 epidemic.
Daily freedoms with spontaneous
decisions and chance encounters
ceased. Home schooling, working
from home and domestic life all
juggling for space within boundaries.
Opportunities for some, restrictions
for others. Daily routines with no
surprises making each day the same.
These paintings are two of a series
created during Lockdown.

HOME
SCHOOLING
by Angela Herd Hall
Oil on Canvas

WHAT
DAY IS
IT?
by Angela Herd Hall
Oil on Canvas

GILL
HAMILTON

APERITIVO
by Gill Hamilton
Acrylic on Canvas

BLUE
JEANS
by Gill Hamilton
Acrylic on Canvas

MIKE
HATJOULLIS
These paintings are part of a series of
18, painted in the garden during April
and May 2020, when trees and shrubs
were in full bloom.
Left: White Lilac in the Garden
Acrylic on Paper
Below: Rhododendron in the Garden
Acylic on Paper

KEVIN
HAYNES
This painting is a view of the old
Penny Rush stand at Watersheddings,
Oldham Rugby’s old ground. At the
back of the stand, are the trees that
surrounded Waterhead Park. In the
background you can see the mills and
chimneys that were a part of the mill
village of Waterhead. Then Hartshead
Pike can be seen on top of the hills
that surrounded this end of the town,
All with a little artistic licence.
Left: I Can't See, Dad!
Acrylic on Canvas

THE
PAPER
SHOP
By Kevin Haynes
Acrylic on Canvas

This painting is of a newsagent’s
shop that was situated on Ashton
Rd Oldham. I have worked from
photos taken around the mid ‘60s.
The ‘50s and ‘60s provide the
memories that inspire my
paintings. Over lockdown my
childhood memories have been
evoked of these times in the ‘60s long sunny days, clear skies, roads
without lots of cars, people
shopping at the local small shops,
and most of all a community
spirit with people helping each
other.
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JOHN
HEWITT
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Left: Oscar snoozing (Pubs
Shut Till Xmas)
Giclee print in an edition of
50
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PLUM AND
FRUIT FLY
by John Hewitt
Giclee print in an edition of 50

CUSTARD
TART
by John Hewitt
Giclee print in an edition of 50
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PETER
HOLT
The utilitarian concrete steps of an old
jailhouse stairwell. Used every day,
always looked at individually but
unlikely to have been appreciated as a
single sculptural form when merely
passing from one level to another.
Looking down onto the half landing
turn the formal arrangement of rail
and steps take on abstract qualities.
Shadows from slanting sunlight
entering at an unseen window create
flattened hard edge geometric shapes
through which cuts the linear
perspective of a descending hand rail.
Bold colour and tonal contrasts,
fragmented shapes, and sweeping
directional brush work and textures
produce contradictory sensations of
flatness and depth, stillness and
movement.
Left: Detail of The Turn,
Acrylic on Canvas

A STRANGE
UPRISING
OF TIME
by Jo Jenkins
Oil and Gesso on Canvas
As part of my everyday routine I go
walking, sometimes a short walk
sometimes all day. My most favourite
walks are away from busy life and into
the hills & open spaces. I am interested
in the structure of nature and the
abstract shapes and spaces I see.

RESTING
PLACE I
by Jo Jenkins
Oil and Gesso on Canvas

KATIE
LENEGAN
I take inspiration from nature
and the plants that I find in my
garden. The everyday routine of
collecting stems and arranging
them on my studio table to
paint, became a ritual during
the lockdown of 2020. The traces
of floral shadows and fleeting
light are recorded with paint on
canvas. I wanted to capture a
certain time of day, light and
season of the garden.
Left: Detail of Traces of the
Garden
Watercolour on Linen

FLORA
TRACES I
by Katie Lenegan
Watercolour on Linen

FLORA
TRACES II
by Katie Lenegan
Watercolour on Linen

NORMAN LONG
Is Still Life (like Real Life) best when carefully arranged or taken just as
found? This is the first balancing act – order or casualness.
The second is between technique and narrative. On the one hand, I am
preoccupied with purely formal concerns - the fall of light, the texture of the
paint…yet there is also a desire to imply something profound. An event,
perhaps, moments before, which caused the objects to fall the exact way they
did.
Below: Remains, Oil on Board

STUDIO
SHOES
by Norman Long
Oil on Board

CRUMPLED
by Norman Long
Oil on Board
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Philanthropists and Physicists
Enhance our Everyday Lives.
Oldham born Physicist and TV
science presenter, Brian Cox CBE
serves as a Professor of Particle
Physics in the school of Physics and
Astronomy at the University of
Manchester. He gave a talk to a
thousand Oldham school children on
’The Universe from Oldham’.
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Particle Physics and Astronomy
impact on our everyday lives from
MRI scans, iPhones, Satellites
tracking the worlds climate, building
space shuttles, inventing new
technologies to improve our health
care. Both projects are a window of
hope in this current climate.
Left: Professor Brian Cox
Oil on Linen

SIR
NORMAN
STOLLER
By Kath Lowe
Oil on Linen

The Philanthropist Sir Norman
Stoller through his Charitable
Trust has enhanced the everyday
lives of so many people, especially
his support of the youth of
Oldham through Mahdlo. The
building in Oldham of a climbing
centre ’Summit Up,’ and a
Maggies Centre, and in addition
funding medical research at the
Biomarker Centres at Manchester
University.

SOLITUDE
by Laura Garcia Martin
Acrylic on Canvas

DARK
THOUGHTS
by Laura Garcia Martin
Acrylic, collage on board.

SIMON
MANBY
My art is of the everyday,
inspired by the experience of
being, expressed symbolically.
This is a sculpture of Cassandra.
She was enabled by the god
Apollo to foresee the future.
When she resisted his amorous
advances, he deprived her of the
ability to persuade; an ancient
equivalent of Greta Thunberg,
who may foresee but can she
persuade?
Left: Cassandra
Bronze sculpture No.2 of an
edition of 7

ALIVE AND
KICKING
by Simon Manby
Bronze No. 1 of an edition of 7

ANDROMEDA
by Simon Manby
Bronze No 3 of an edition of 7

HOUSE
AMONGST
THE TREES
by John McCombs
Oil
This painting represents the kind of
autumn day which lifts the spirit. I
wanted to capture the experience of
seeing the subject through the use of
form, colour and expressive brushwork.

PINGLE
MILL, DELPH
by John McCombs
Oil
A view can be realised or overlooked
depending on the quality of light
affecting it. Here the subject is seen in
afternoon sunlight which emphasises
the form of the mill and the structure
of the landscape surrounding it.

KATE
MCKENNAN
The theme is everyday activities and the
accessories of life rendered in a
predominantly earthy palette with the
draughtsmanship and painting having a
casual air. A work inspired by the Afrika
Remix exhibition.
Left: Everyday
Medium Change

IAN MOOD
My work has always been about celebrating the everyday.
Well trodden routes become magical when bathed in
unexpected sunlight or breaks between showers. Nowadays
especially, when life and politics threaten to overwhelm, one
can look up - and be inspired...
Above: Castlefield Basin
Oil on Board

AFTER THE
STORM
By Ian Mood
Oil on Board

IAN NORRIS

WINTER SEA #15
by Ian Norris
Oil on Gessoed Panel

Early this year I started to introduce
drawing into my daily walks
particularly my walks along the
Sefton Coast. The drawings are
partly based on observations but
also incorporate rapid gestural
marks whilst glancing at my
surroundings sometimes without
conscious control. The paintings in
the studio start by reproducing a
configuration of the marks recorded
during the process of drawing. The
paintings have evolved from these
experiences.

WINTER SEA #5
by Ian Norris
Oil on Gessoed Panel

WINTER SEA #3
by Ian Norris
Oil on Gessoed Panel

HENRY
QUICK
From the super DIY-er who has
every imagineable electrically
driven appliance, to the
pensioner who has a nearuseless collection of worn out
pliers and screwdrivers in a
kitchen drawer, tools are an
essential part of our everyday
life....
Left: Workshop
Mixed Media

ANTHONY RATCLIFFE
This piece of work was made in response to the 2018 moorland fires. The Pennine
hill overlooking my studio burned for days in the hot & windy weather. It
destroyed the vegetation and turning the whole area into an ash and charcoal
desert. I walk & run over this hillside nearly every day, it has been a constant
source of inspiration and reference to my landscape work. The fires stripped the
heather & wimberry vegetation revealing old tracks & landmarks including the
remains of an aircraft wreck which had been buried in the peat.
Above: Black Stone Handmade artists book containing 10 woodcut prints

MAGGIE ROBINSON
This painting is a celebration of friendship. Quality time spent with special
people makes my everyday happy. Occasionally, like many friends, we exchange
small gifts and in this instance I was treated to a bunch of roses.
I embark upon the theme ‘A moment in time’ which involves focusing on domestic
subjects rather than my usual landscape work. The aim - to capture random
moments from my everyday life, things I do, see or imagine.
Above: Happiness shared is the flower, Acrylic

MOMENTS OF SIMPLICITY
By Maggie Robinson
Acrylic
This piece was based entirely upon my kitchen! I decided to create a painting that
used a few simple items and find a way of linking them to bring them together into
a harmonious whole. I find it particularly rewarding to take elements of pattern or
material from a room, and use them to add interest and texture around the selected
items. They may not mean anything in particular to the viewer but to me they are
very much part of my every day.

CHRISTINE
SOUTHWORTH
Unable to go out or to my studio, I was
compelled to work from home. Luckily,
I had been collecting vintage books
over previous months. These treasures
were once loved but now discarded this project was saving them from
their final destination - the rag man.
The anonymous wear and tear added
to their desirability and each one
provided a unique challenge. Some had
to be deconstructed and rebuilt with
gold leaf and elaborate patterns, while
others required a simpler approach,
using paint and collage to restore their
beauty. The original title or part of the
narrative was the starting point for
all, and extended into the background.
Left: Mrs ?
Vintage book and mixed media

THE GOOD
SHEPHERD
by Christine Southworth
Vintage book and mixed media

THE
DEEPEST
CUT
by Christine Southworth
Vintage book and mixed media

JACK
SKINNER
Left: Joanne Lois Reading,
Acrylic and Oil on Linen
Below: Joanne Lois Dozing,
Acrylic and Oil on Linen

STEVEN
SMITH
I enjoy painting on the streets of
Manchester and annual painting trips
to London, Venice and Seville but I also
like to capture the quiet surroundings
of the small village where I live.
When the weather is too bad to paint
outdoor, I often stay at home in the
studio and this year I have made a
conscious effort to do more still life
paintings. I found this a more regular
practice during this Summer’s
Lockdown and chose to paint the
everyday objects that I found around
the house that were of interest to me in
some way.
Left: Christ Church Charnock
Richard (Early Spring)
Oil on Board

CITRUS
FRUITS
STILL LIFE
by Steven Smith
Oil on Board

DWARF
SUNFLOWER
STILL LIFE
by Steven Smith
Oil on Board

DAVID SPRAKES
The three welded steel sculptures are 2020 pieces completed during lockdown.Two have
their starting points in broken fence structures and one is based on incidental industrial
debris. Studies and maquettes were made of the fence structures and debris from walks
in the Derbyshire countryside. From the maquettes larger welded sculptures were made.
They are abstracted pieces from everyday structures which have been exposed to time
and wear.
Below: Industrial Abstract, Welded Steel

FENCE
FRAGMENT
by David Sprakes
Welded Steel

BROKEN
CORNER
by David Sprakes
Welded Steel

RED FIELD
by John Sprakes
Mixed Media, Acrylic, Pastel and
Collage on canvas.
Colours can be seen in the visual world
around us. The source of inspiration the landscape around Hadrian's Wall.

ORANGE
TRIANGLE
ON BLUE
SQUARE
by John Sprakes
Mixed Media, Acrylic, Collage, Pastel,
Charcoal on paper.

HARRY STIRRUP
Above Left: Still Life with Coffee Plant, Oil on Canvas
Above Centre: Still Life with Plaster Owl, Oil on Canvas
Above Right: Fatsia and Recumbent Puppet, Oil on Canvas

BARBARA
SYKES
Not being a painter of landscape
I have enjoyed this journey.
For fifty plus years I have lived
on Crompton Moor and enjoyed
the daily changes, views, wildlife
and elements. The moor has
been a playground for my
children and grandchildren and
provided many walks and
memories.
Fifty years has seen many
changes, yet many places remain
unchanged. These images reflect
elements that have helped shape
my life and views that I have
seen on a daily basis.
Left: Paths to the Bench
Acrylic and Charcoal

AUGUST
CLIMB
By Barbara Sykes
Acrylic and Charcoal

POURING
OF
PINGOT
By Barbara Sykes
Acrylic and Charcoal

ANNA
THOMAS
Each painting is a window.
Instead of looking out to find
inspiration from scenes within
the landscape, my recent
practice has led me to look
inwardly and to respond to the
hidden lives behind these
extraordinary times.

Left: Detail of All In, Acrylic on
Canvas
This painting is about the
intimacy of family life. Three
generations sharing a space ...
all in, cocooned and safe.

ESCAPE TO
THE BATH
by Anna Thomas
Mixed media on canvas
A moment to stop, sink and escape.

LET IN THE
LIGHT
by Anna Thomas
Acrylic on Canvas
Inspired by our grounding and
reassuring connection with nature.
Despite our restrictions, the seeds
grew. the birds sang ever more sweetly
and light flooded in.
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COLIN TAYLOR
Last Day in Manchester#2
Acrylic, ink and pen

MALCOLM TAYLOR
Chat Moss and Moss Pond are two paintings arising from walks I did everyday
across Chat Moss during the recent Covid 19 lockdown. The paintings were
inspired by sites of previous industry - peat excavation, which has been a very
controversial activity over the years, and sand excavation which has created a
large and deep pond at the western end.
Above Left: Moss Pond
Above Right: Chat Moss

AMRIK VARKALIS
Everyday my aim is to continue being part of the creative process of making. I am a semiabstract painter. In my work one can sense an appreciation and understanding of art
history & my playful attitude towards it together with a subtle hint of humour running
throughout. As you look more closely I hope to inspire a sense of pleasure taken in simply
looking & a joy of capturing details of the everyday. Communities within local industrial
landscapes where everyday diverse codes of civil conduct, expression, dress and styles in
public space are an immediate source of inspiration. Here compositions are naturally
formed and are a delight for an artist like myself to record.
Below: Zoom Theatre Evening, Acrylic on Canvas

MELANIE WILKS
In the domestic setting, we constantly control and channel water. During lockdown, most
of us were confined to the domestic setting and had to deal with our emotions, water is
often used as a metaphor for the emotions, we use expressions like ‘bubbling up
emotions’, ‘letting off steam’, ‘turning on the waterworks’. Here the Alabaster is carved in
a fluid form as if by the action of water, the copper plumber’s pipe penetrates the stone
mirroring our control and containment of the fluid, the radiator key lets off steam, the
funnel channels the fluid, as we channel our emotions.
Below: Channel Confine Control, Alabaster,Copper, Steel and Brass

BRIAN
WOODS
Chloe was a treasured pet and a
wonderful character; who let us be
part of her life for nearly twenty
years.
Left: Chloe
Watercolour

PIGEONS
by Brian Woods
Watercolour
The pigeons are from a local loft
somewhere. When they settle on the
neighbour's roof, varying shapes and
patterns are created, which contrast
with the static nature of the roof. The
ever-changing sequence of events can
provide good subjects to paint.

SEAGULLS
AT ROSSALL
BEACH
by Brian Woods
Watercolour
Seagulls are handsome birds; awkward
on the ground, but elegant in the air.
Here they are in their element
performing an airal ballet at Rossall
Beach, Cleveleys.

HERBERT
YATES
Left: Sunday Morning, Shudehill
Acrylic
Below: Bird and Bridge
Oil on Canvas

PRICES
Paul Aston
Things as they really are÷ £400
Things as they really are II÷ £400
Mary and Jesus with John the
baptiser÷ £400
Derek Boak
Heat and Dust÷ £1ñ5
The Wind Called My Soul £1ñ5
Childhood Traces÷ £350
In God We Trust÷ £350
Atonement÷ £1ñ5
Entombed÷ £1ñ5

Vincent Bottomley
Wavelength÷ £1500
Pythagorus÷ £1500
Shazam÷ £1500

Janis Bowie
Work÷ £3ñ5
Rest÷ £3ñ5
Play÷ £3ñ5
David Brammeld
Blue Door÷ £ð50
End Terrace÷ £ð50
The Backs÷ £1250

Jane Burgess
Late Night Shopping 1÷ £350
Late Night Shopping 2÷ £350
Rainy night÷ £420
Mary Campbell
Late Spring÷ £750
Mid Summer÷ £750
Autumn÷ £750

Janina Cebertowicz
Traffic through Olive Grove÷
£1270
Bacup Road Traffic÷ £1270
Rawtenstall Roundabout÷ ð55
Ron Coleman
Early Blue Light÷ £1400
Kate Collins
My Home÷ £4ñ5
The Dress £ñ75
Lift Me Up £6ñ5
Freedom £450
Peter Davis
Stay Safe Mum÷ £1ñ50
Sheila Dewsbury
Corner of the Yard÷ £300
The Stone Sink÷ £300

Alison Diamond
Going for a Paddle÷ £2ð0
After a Paddle÷ £2ð0
Holding Hands÷ £75
Alan Edwards
Left Overs÷ £400
Jean Fenton
Her other side÷ £ñ50
Tristesse÷ £ñ50
Richard Fitton
Nat Seated Semi Nude÷ £1400
Olivia÷ Self Embrace £3200
Lorna Green
From the Darkness÷ £ð25
Nearly Outside÷ £150

Gerry Halpin
Darkening Earth÷ £400
After the Rain÷ £400
Sea Washed÷ Abandoned Jetty÷
£1ñ00
Angela Herd Hall
Home Schooling÷ £250
What Day is itþ÷ £250
Gill Hamilton
lue Jeans÷ £475
B
Aperitivo÷ £475

Mike Hatjoullis
White Lilac in the Garden÷ £750
Rhododendron in the Garden÷
£750

Kevin Haynes
The Paper Shop÷ Not For Sale
I Can't See Dadù Not for Sale
John Hewitt
Custard Tart÷ £140 (Framed)÷
£ñ0 (Unframed)
A plum and fruit fly÷£140
(Framed)÷ £ñ0 (Unframed)
Oscar Snoozing÷ £140 (Framed)÷
£ñ0 (Unframed)
Peter Holt
The Turn÷ £2600
Jo Jenkins
Resting Place I÷ £10ñ5
A Strange Uprising of Time÷
£ð50

Katie Lenegan
Traces of the Garden÷ £650
Flora Traces I÷ £250
Flora Traces II÷ £250
Tulips÷ £250
Norman Long
Crumpled÷ £345
Studio Shoes÷ £3ñ5
Remains÷ £1150
Kath Lowe
Sir Norman Stoller÷ POA
Professor Brian Cox÷ POA
Laura Garcia Martin
Solitude÷ £750
Dark thoughts÷ £175

Simon Manby
Alive & Kicking÷ £5500
Andromeda÷ £3ñ50
Cassandra÷ £4450
John McCombs
House Amoungst the Trees÷
£ð50
Pringle Mill÷ Delph £ð50
Kate McKennan
Everyday÷ £ñ00
Ian Mood
Castlefield Basin÷ £250
After the Storm÷ £350

Ian Norris
Winter Sea #3 £1200
Winter Sea #5 £1200
Winter Sea #15 £1200

Henry Quick
Workshop÷ £4ñ5
Anthony Ratcliffe
Black Stone÷ Not for Sale

Maggie Robinson
Happiness Shared is the flower÷
£7ñ5
Moments of Simplicity÷ £750
Christine Southworth
The Good Shepherd÷ £4ñ5
Mrs þ÷ £4ñ5
The Deepest Cut÷ £4ñ5
Jack Skinner
Joanne Lois Reading÷ £650
Joanne Lois Dozing÷ £700
Steven Smith
Christ Church Charnock Richard÷
£13ñ5

David Sprakes
Industrial Abstract÷ £ñ50
Fence Fragment÷ £375
Broken Corner÷ £675
John Sprakes
Orange Triangle on Blue
Square÷ £ð50
Red Field÷ £2000
Harry Stirrup
Still Life with Plaster Owl÷ £400
Still Life with Coffee Plant÷ £200
Fatsia and Recumbent Puppet÷
£300
Barbara Sykes
Paths to the Bench÷ £400
August Climb÷ £400
Pouring over Pingot÷ £400

Anna Thomas
All In÷ £700
Let the Light In÷ £450
Escape to the Bath÷ £450
Colin Taylor
Last day in Manchester û2 £ð00
Malcolm Taylor
Moss Pond÷ £ð50
Chat Moss÷ £670
Amrik Varkalis
Zoom Theatre Evening÷ £1500
Melanie Wilks
Channel Confine Control÷ £ñ00
Brian Woods
Chloe in the Snow÷ £250
Pigeons÷ £1ñ5

Seagulls at Rossall Beach÷ £1ñ5
Herbert Yates
Bird and Bridge÷ £ð50
Sunday Morning÷ Shudehill
£ð50

MAFA
www.mafa.org.uk

